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Abstra t

Dominan e onstraints are logi al
des riptions of trees that are widely
used in omputational linguisti s.
Their general satis ability problem
is known to be NP- omplete. Here
we identify the natural fragment of
normal dominan e onstraints and
show that its satis ability problem
is in deterministi polynomial time.
1 Introdu tion
Dominan e onstraints are used as partial
des riptions of trees in problems throughout omputational linguisti s. They have
been applied to in remental parsing (Marus et al., 1983), grammar formalisms (VijayShanker, 1992; Rambow et al., 1995; Du hier
and Thater, 1999; Perrier, 2000), dis ourse
(Gardent and Webber, 1998), and s ope underspe i ation (Muskens, 1995; Egg et al.,
1998).
Logi al properties of dominan e onstraints
have been studied e.g. in (Ba kofen et al.,
1995), and omputational properties have
been addressed in (Rogers and Vijay-Shanker,
1994; Du hier and Gardent, 1999). Here, the
two most important operations are satis ability testing { does the onstraint des ribe a
tree? { and enumerating solutions, i.e. the
des ribed trees. Unfortunately, even the satis ability problem has been shown to be NPomplete (Koller et al., 1998). This has shed
doubt on their pra ti al usefulness.
In this paper, we de ne normal dominan e onstraints, a natural fragment of dominan e onstraints whose restri tions should

be unproblemati for many appli ations. We
present a graph algorithm that de ides satis ability of normal dominan e onstraints
in polynomial time. Then we show how to
use this algorithm to enumerate solutions efiently.
An example for an appli ation of normal
dominan e onstraints is s ope underspe i ation: Constraints as in Fig. 1 an serve
as underspe i ed des riptions of the semanti
readings of senten es su h as (1), onsidered
as the stru tural trees of the rst-order representations. The dotted lines signify dominan e relations, whi h require the upper node
to be an an estor of the lower one in any tree
that ts the des ription.
(1) Some representative of every
department in all ompanies saw a
sample of ea h produ t.
The senten e has 42 readings (Hobbs and
Shieber, 1987), and it is easy to imagine
how the number of readings grows exponentially (or worse) in the length of the senten e. EÆ ient enumeration of readings from
the des ription is a longstanding problem in
s ope underspe i ation. Our polynomial
algorithm solves this problem. Moreover,
the investigation of graph problems that are
losely related to normal onstraints allows us
to prove that many other underspe i ation
formalisms { e.g. Minimal Re ursion Semanti s (Copestake et al., 1997) and Hole Semanti s (Bos, 1996) { have NP-hard satis ability
problems. Our algorithm an still be used as
a prepro essing step for these approa hes; in
fa t, experien e shows that it seems to solve
all en odings of des riptions in Hole Semanti s that a tually o ur.
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Fig. 1: A dominan e onstraint (from s ope underspe i ation).
2 Dominan e Constraints

In this se tion, we de ne the syntax and semanti s of dominan e onstraints. The variant of dominan e onstraints we employ des ribes onstru tor trees { ground terms over
a signature of fun tion symbols { rather than
feature trees.
So we assume a signaf 
ture  fun tion symbols
g 
ranged over by f; g; : : : ,
a

a
ea h of whi h is equipped
with an arity ar(f ) 
0. Constants { fun tion Fig. 2: f (g(a; a))
symbols of arity 0 { are ranged over by a; b.
We assume that  ontains at least one onstant and one symbol of arity at least 2.
Finally, let Vars be an in nite set of variables ranged over by X; Y; Z . The variables
will denote nodes of a onstru tor tree. We
will onsider onstru tor trees as dire ted labeled graphs; for instan e, the ground term
f (g(a; a)) an be seen as the graph in Fig. 2.
We de ne an (unlabeled) tree to be a nite dire ted graph (V; E ). V is a nite set of
nodes ranged over by u; v; w, and E  V  V
is a set of edges denoted by e. The indegree of
ea h node is at most 1; ea h tree has exa tly
one root, i.e. a node with indegree 0. We all
the nodes with outdegree 0 the leaves of the
tree.
A ( nite) onstru tor tree  is a pair (T; L)
onsisting of a tree T = (V; E ), a node labeling
L : V ! , and an edge labeling L : E !
N , su h that for ea h node u 2 V and ea h
1  k  ar(L(u)), there is exa tly one edge
(u; v) 2 E with L((u; v)) = k.1 We draw
1
The symbol L is overloaded to serve both as a
node and an edge labeling.

onstru tor trees as in Fig. 2, by annotating
nodes with their labels and ordering the edges
along their labels from left to right. If  =
((V; E ); L), we write V = V , E = E , L =
L. Now we are ready to de ne tree stru tures,
the models of dominan e onstraints:
De nition 2.1. The tree stru ture M of a

onstru tor tree  is a rst-order stru ture
with domain V whi h provides the dominan e
relation   and a labeling relation for ea h
fun tion symbol f 2 .
Let u; v; v1 ; : : : vn 2 V be nodes of  . The
dominan e relationship u  v holds i there
is a path from u to v in E ; the labeling relationship u:f  (v1 ; : : : ; vn ) holds i u is labeled
by the n-ary symbol f and has the hildren
v1 ; : : : ; vn in this order; that is, L (u) = f ,
ar(f ) = n, f(u; v1 ); : : : ; (u; vn )g  E , and
L ((u; vi )) = i for all 1  i  n.
A dominan e onstraint ' is a onjun tion
of dominan e, inequality, and labeling literals
of the following form where ar(f ) = n:

' ::= ' ^ '0 j X  Y j X 6=Y
j X :f (X1; : : : ; Xn )
X
f
Let Var(') be the set of
variables of '. A pair of X
X
a tree stru ture M and
a variable assignment :
Y
Var(') ! V satis es '
Fig.
3:
An
unsati it satis es ea h literal is able onstraint
in the obvious way. We
say that (M ; ) is a solution of ' in this
ase; ' is satis able if it has a solution.
We usually draw dominan e onstraints as
onstraint graphs. For instan e, the onstraint graph for X :f (X1 ; X2 ) ^ X1  Y ^
1

2

X2  Y is shown in Fig. 3. As for trees, we

annotate node labels to nodes and order tree
edges from left to right; dominan e edges are
drawn dotted. The example happens to be
unsatis able be ause trees annot bran h upwards.

De nition 2.2. Let ' be a dominan e onstraint that does not ontain two labeling onstraints for the same variable.2 Then the onstraint graph for ' is a dire ted labeled graph
G(') = (Var('); E; L). It ontains a (partial) node labeling L : Var(')  and an
edge labeling L : E ! N [ f g.
The sets of edges E and labels L of
the graph G(') are de ned in dependen e
of the literals in ': The labeling literal
X :f (X1 ; : : : ; Xn ) belongs to ' i L(X ) = f
and for ea h 1  i  n, (X; Xi ) 2 E and
L((X; Xi )) = i. The dominan e literal X  Y
is in ' i (X; Y ) 2 E and L((X; Y )) =  .

Note that inequalities in onstraints are not
represented by the orresponding onstraint
graph. We de ne (solid) fragments of a onstraint graph to be maximal sets of nodes that
are onne ted over tree edges.

3 Normal Dominan e Constraints

Satis ability of dominan e onstraints an be
de ided easily in non-deterministi polynomial time; in fa t, it is NP- omplete (Koller
et al., 1998).
The NP-hardness
Y
f
X
proof relies on the
f
fa t that solid fragY
Y
ments an \overlap" X X
properly. For illustraFig. 4: Overlap
tion, onsider the onstraint X :f (X1 ; X2 ) ^
Y :f (Y1 ; Y2 ) ^ Y  X ^ X  Y1 , whose onstraint graph is shown in Fig. 4. In a solution of this onstraint, either Y or Y1 must be
mapped to the same node as X ; if X = Y ,
the two fragments overlap properly. In the
appli ations in omputational linguisti s, we
typi ally don't want proper overlap; X should
1
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2

2
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Every onstraint an be brought into this form by
introdu ing auxiliary variables and expressing X =Y
as X  Y ^ Y  X .

never be identi ed with Y , only with Y1 . The
sub lass of dominan e onstraints that exludes proper overlap (and xes some minor
in onvenien es) is the lass of normal dominan e onstraints.
De nition 3.1. A dominan e onstraint '
is alled normal i for all variables X; Y; Z 2
Var('),
1. X 6= Y in ' i both X :f (: : : ) and
Y :g(: : : ) in ', where f and g may be
equal (no overlap);3
2. X only appears on e as a parent and
on e as a hild in a labeling literal (treeshaped fragments);
3. if X  Y in ', neither X :f (: : : ) nor
Z :f (: : : Y : : : ) are (dominan es go from
holes to roots);
4. if X  Y in ', then there are Z; f su h
that Z :f (: : : X : : : ) in ' (no empty fragments).

Fragments of normal onstraints are treeshaped, so they have a unique root and leaves.
We all unlabeled leaves holes. If X is a variable, we an de ne R' (X ) to be the root of
the fragment ontaining X . Note that by
Condition 1 of the de nition, the onstraint
graph spe i es all the inequality literals in a
normal onstraint. All onstraint graphs in
the rest of the paper will represent normal
onstraints.
The main result of this paper, whi h we
prove in Se tion 4, is that the restri tion to
normal onstraints indeed makes satis ability
polynomial:
Theorem 3.2. Satis ability of normal dominan e onstraints is O((k +1)3 n2 log n), where
n is the number of variables in the onstraint,
and k is the maximum number of dominan e
edges into the same node in the onstraint
graph.
In the appli ations, k will be small { in

s ope underspe i ation, for instan e, it is
3
Allowing more inequality literals does not make
satis ability harder, but the pathologi al ase X 6= X
invalidates the simple graph-theoreti al hara terizations below.

bounded by the maximum number of arguments a verb an take in the language if we
disregard VP modi ation. So we an say
that satis ability of the linguisti ally relevant
dominan e onstraints is O(n2 log n).
4 A Polynomial Satis ability Test

Now we derive the satis ability algorithm
that proves Theorem 3.2 and prove it orre t.
In Se tion 5, we embed it into an enumeration algorithm. An alternative proof of Theorem 3.2 is by redu tion to a graph problem
dis ussed in (Althaus et al., 2000); this more
indire t approa h is sket hed in Se tion 6.
Throughout this se tion and the next, we
will employ the following non-deterministi
hoi e rule (Distr), where X; Y are di erent
variables.
(Distr)

!
_

' ^ X  Z ^ Y  Z
' ^ X  R' (Y ) ^ Y  Z
' ^ Y  R' (X ) ^ X  Z

In ea h appli ation, we an pi k one of the
disjun ts on the right-hand side. For instan e,
we get Fig. 5b by hoosing the se ond disjun t
in a rule appli ation to Fig. 5a.
The rule is sound if the left-hand side is normal: X  Z ^ Y  Z entails X  Y _ Y  X ,
whi h entails the right-hand side disjun tion
be ause of onditions 1, 2, 4 of normality and
X 6= Y . Furthermore, it preserves normality:
If the left-hand side is normal, so are both
possible results.
We de ne a normal dominan e onstraint
' to be in solved form i (Distr) is not appli able to ' and G(') is y le-free. Every
onstraint in solved form is satis able.
4.1

Chara terizing Satis ability

In a rst step, we hara terize the unsatis ability of a normal onstraint by the existen e
of ertain y les in the undire ted version of
its graph (Proposition 4.3). Re all that a yle in a graph is simple if it does not ontain
the same node twi e.
De nition 4.1. A y le in an undire ted
onstraint graph is alled hypernormal if it
does not ontain two adja ent dominan e
edges that emanate from the same node.
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Fig. 5: (a) A onstraint that entails X  Y ,
and (b) the result of trying to arrange Y
above X . The y le in (b) is hypernormal,
the one in (a) is not.
For instan e, the y le in the left-hand
graph in Fig. 5 is not hypernormal, whereas
the y le in the right-hand one is.
Lemma 4.2. A normal dominan e onstraint whose undire ted graph has a simple
hypernormal y le is unsatis able.
Proof. Let ' be a normal dominan e on-

straint whose undire ted graph ontains a
simple hypernormal y le. Assume rst that
it ontains a simple hypernormal y le C that
is also a y le in the dire ted graph. There is
at least one leaf of a fragment on C ; let Y
be su h a leaf. Be ause ' is normal, Y has
a mother X via a tree edge, and X is on C
as well. That is, X must dominate Y but is
properly dominated by Y in any solution of
', so ' is unsatis able.
In parti ular, if an undire ted onstraint
graph has a simple hypernormal y le C with
only one dominan e edge, C is also a dire ted
y le, so the onstraint is unsatis able. Now
we an ontinue indu tively. Let ' be a onstraint with an undire ted simple hypernormal y le C of length l, and suppose we know
that all onstraints with y les of length less
than l are unsatis able. If C is a dire ted
y le, we are done (see above); otherwise,
the edges in C must hange dire tions somewhere. Be ause ' is normal, this means that
there must be a node Z that has two in oming
dominan e edges (X; Z ); (Y; Z ) whi h are adja ent edges in C . If X and Y are in the same

fragment, ' is trivially unsatis able. Otherwise, let '1 and '2 be the two onstraints obtained from ' by one appli ation of (Distr) to
X; Y; Z . Let C1 be the sequen e of edges we
obtain from C by repla ing the path from X
to R' (Y ) via Z by the edge (X; R' (Y )). C
is hypernormal and simple, so no two dominan e edges in C emanate from the same
node; hen e, the new edge is the only dominan e edge in C1 emanating from X , and
C1 is a hypernormal y le in the undire ted
graph of '1 . C1 is still simple, as we have
only removed nodes. But the length of C1
is stri tly less than l, so '1 is unsatis able
by indu tion hypothesis. An analogous argument shows unsatis ability of '2 . But beause (Distr) is sound, this means that ' is
unsatis able too.
Proposition 4.3. A normal dominan e onstraint is satis able i its undire ted onstraint graph has no simple hypernormal yle.
Proof. The dire tion that a normal onstraint

with a simple hypernormal y le is unsatis able is shown in Lemma 4.2.
For the onverse, we rst de ne an ordering
'1  '2 on normal dominan e onstraints: it
holds if both onstraints have the same variables, labeling and inequality literals, and if
the rea hability relation of G('1 ) is a subset
of that of G('2 ). If the subset in lusion is
proper, we write '1 < '2 . We all a onstraint ' irredundant if there is no normal
onstraint '0 with fewer dominan e literals
but '  '0 . If ' is irredundant and G(')
is a y li , both results of applying (Distr) to
' are stri tly greater than '.
Now let ' be a onstraint whose undire ted
graph has no simple hypernormal y le. We
an assume without loss of generality that
' is irredundant; otherwise we make it irredundant by removing dominan e edges, whi h
does not introdu e new hypernormal y les.
If (Distr) is not appli able to ', ' is in
solved form and hen e satis able. Otherwise,
we know that both results of applying the rule
are stri tly greater than '. It an be shown
that one of the results of an appli ation of the

distribution rule ontains no simple hypernormal y le. We omit this argument for la k of
spa e; details an be found in the proof of
Theorem 3 in (Althaus et al., 2000). Furthermore, the maximal length of a < in reasing
hain of onstraints is bounded by n2 , where
n is the number of variables. Thus, appliations of (Distr) an only be iterated a nite number of times on onstraints without
simple hypernormal y les (given redundan y
elimination), and it follows by indu tion that
' is satis able.
4.2 Testing for Simple Hypernormal
Cy les

We an test an undire ted onstraint graph
for the presen e of simple hypernormal y les
by solving a perfe t weighted mat hing problem on an auxiliary graph A(G(')). Perfe t
weighted mat hing in an undire ted graph
G = (V; E ) with edge weights is the problem of sele ting a subset E 0 of edges su h that
ea h node is adja ent to exa tly one edge in
E 0 , and the sum of the weights of the edges
in E 0 is maximal.
The auxiliary graph A(G(')) we onsider is
an undire ted graph with two types of edges.
For every edge e = (v; w) 2 G(') we have
two nodes ev ; ew in A(G(')). The edges are
as follows:
(Type A) For every edge e in G(') we have
the edge fev ; ew g.
(Type B) For every node v and distin t
edges e; f whi h are both in ident to v
in G('), we have the edge fev ; fv g if either v is not a leaf, or if v is a leaf and
either e or f is a tree edge.
We give type A edges weight zero and type B
edges weight one. Now it an be shown (Althaus et al., 2000, Lemma 2) that A(G('))
has a perfe t mat hing of positive weight i
the undire ted version of G(') ontains a simple hypernormal y le. The proof is by onstru ting positive mat hings from y les, and
vi e versa.
Perfe t weighted mat hing on a graph with
n nodes and m edges an be done in time

O(nm log n) (Galil et al., 1986). The mat h-

ing algorithm itself is beyond the s ope of
this paper; for an implementation (in C++)
see e.g. (Mehlhorn and Naher, 1999). Now
let's say that k is the maximum number of
dominan e edges into the same node in G('),
then A(G(')) has O((k + 1)n) nodes and
O((k + 1)2 n) edges. This shows:

Proposition 4.4. A onstraint graph an be
tested for simple hypernormal y les in time
O((k + 1)3 n2 log n), where n is the number of
variables and k is the maximum number of
dominan e edges into the same node.

This ompletes the proof of Theorem 3.2:
We an test satis ability of a normal onstraint by rst onstru ting the auxiliary
graph and then solving its weighted mat hing problem, in the time laimed.
4.3 Hypernormal Constraints

It is even easier to test the satis ability of
a hypernormal dominan e onstraint { a normal dominan e onstraint in whose onstraint
graph no node has two outgoing dominan e
edges. A simple orollary of Prop. 4.3 for this
spe ial ase is:
Corollary 4.5. A hypernormal onstraint is
satis able i its undire ted onstraint graph is
a y li .

This means that satis ability of hypernormal onstraints an be tested in linear time
by a simple depth- rst sear h.
5 Enumerating Solutions

Now we embed the satis ability algorithms
from the previous se tion into an algorithm
for enumerating the irredundant solved forms
of onstraints. A solved form of the normal
onstraint ' is a normal onstraint '0 whi h
is in solved form and '  '0 , with respe t to
the  order from the proof of Prop. 4.3.4
Irredundant solved forms of a onstraint
are very similar to its solutions: Their onstraint graphs are tree-shaped, but may still
4
In the literature, solved forms with respe t to the
NP saturation algorithms an ontain additional labeling literals. Our notion of an irredundant solved
form orresponds to a minimal solved form there.

1. Che k satis ability of '. If it is unsatisable, terminate with failure.
2. Make ' irredundant.
3. If ' is in solved form, terminate with su ess.
4. Otherwise, apply the distribution rule
and repeat the algorithm for both results.
Fig. 6: Algorithm for enumerating all irredundant solved forms of a normal onstraint.
ontain dominan e edges. Every solution of
a onstraint is a solution of one of its irredundant solved forms. However, the number
of irredundant solved forms is always nite,
whereas the number of solutions typi ally is
not: X :a ^ Y :b is in solved form, but ea h solution must ontain an additional node with
arbitrary label that ombines X and Y into a
tree (e.g. f (a; b), g(a; b)). That is, we an extra t a solution from a solved form by \adding
material" if ne essary.
The main workhorse of the enumeration algorithm, shown in Fig. 6, is the distribution
rule (Distr) we have introdu ed in Se tion 4.
As we have already argued, (Distr) an be applied at most n2 times. Ea h end result is in
solved form and irredundant. On the other
hand, distribution is an equivalen e transformation, whi h preserves the total set of solved
forms of the onstraints after the same iteration. Finally, the redundan y elimination in
Step 2 an be done in time O((k +1)n2 ) (Aho
et al., 1972). This proves:
Theorem 5.1. The algorithm in Fig. 6 enumerates exa tly the irredundant solved forms
of a normal dominan e onstraint ' in time
O((k + 1)4 n4 N log n), where N is the number
of irredundant solved forms, n is the number
of variables, and k is the maximum number
of dominan e edges into the same node.

Of ourse, the number of irredundant
solved forms an still be exponential in the
size of the onstraint. Note that for hypernor-

mal onstraints, we an repla e the quadrati
satis ability test by the linear one, and we
an skip Step 2 of the enumeration algorithm
be ause hypernormal onstraints are always
irredundant. This improves the runtime of
enumeration to O((k + 1)n3 N ).
6 Redu tions

Instead of proving Theorem 4.3 dire tly as
we have done above, we an also redu e it to
a on guration problem of dominan e graphs
(Althaus et al., 2000), whi h provides a more
general perspe tive on related problems as
well. Dominan e graphs are unlabeled, dire ted graphs G = (V; E ℄ D) with tree edges
E and dominan e edges D. Nodes with no inoming tree edges are alled roots, and nodes
with no outgoing ones are alled leaves ; dominan e edges only go from leaves to roots. A
on guration of G is a graph G0 = (V; E ℄ E 0 )
su h that every edge in D is realized by a path
in G0 . The following results are proved in (Althaus et al., 2000):
1. Con gurability of dominan e graphs is in
O((k + 1)3 n2 log n), where k is the maximum number of dominan e edges into
the same node.
2. If we spe ify a subset V 0  V of losed
leaves (we all the others open ) and require that only open leaves an have
outgoing edges in E 0 , the on gurability
problem be omes NP- omplete. (This
is shown by en oding a strongly NPomplete partitioning problem.)
3. If we require in addition that every open
leaf has an outgoing edge in E 0 , the problem stays NP- omplete.
Satis ability of normal dominan e onstraints
an be redu ed to the rst problem in the
list by deleting all labels from the onstraint
graph. The redu tion an be shown to be
orre t by en oding models as on gurations
and vi e versa.
On the other hand, the third problem an
be redu ed to the problems of whether there

is a plugging for a des ription in Hole Semanti s (Bos, 1996), or whether a given MRS des ription an be resolved (Copestake et al.,
1997), or whether a given normal dominan e
onstraints has a onstru tive solution.5 This
redu tion is by deleting all labels and making
leaves that had nullary labels losed. This
means that (the equivalent of) de iding satisability in these approa hes is NP-hard.
The ru ial di eren e between e.g. satis ability and onstru tive satis ability of normal dominan e onstraints is that it is possible that a solved form has no onstru tive
solutions. This happens e.g. in the example
from Se tion 5, X :a ^ Y :b. The onstraint,
whi h is in solved form, is satis able e.g. by
the tree f (a; b); but every solution must ontain an additional node with a binary label,
and hen e annot be onstru tive.
For pra ti al purposes, however, it an still
make sense to enumerate the irredundant
solved forms of a normal onstraint even if we
are interested only in onstru tive solution:
It is ertainly heaper to try to nd onstru tive solutions of solved forms than of arbitrary
onstraints. In fa t, experien e indi ates that
for those onstraints we really need in s ope
underspe i ation, all solved forms do have
onstru tive solutions { although it is not yet
known why. This means that our enumeration algorithm an in pra ti e be used without
hange to enumerate onstru tive solutions,
and it is straightforward to adapt it e.g. to
an enumeration algorithm for Hole Semanti s.
7 Con lusion

We have investigated normal dominan e onstraints, a natural sub lass of general dominan e onstraints. We have given an
O(n2 log n) satis ability algorithm for them
and integrated it into an algorithm that enumerates all irredundant solved forms in time
O(Nn4 log n), where N is the number of irredundant solved forms.
5
A onstru tive solution is one where every node
in the model is the image of a variable for whi h
a labeling literal is in the onstraint. Informally,
this means that the solution only ontains \material"
\mentioned" in the onstraint.

This eliminates any doubts about the
omputational pra ti ability of dominan e
onstraints whi h were raised by the NPompleteness result for the general language
(Koller et al., 1998) and expressed e.g. in
(Willis and Manandhar, 1999). First experiments on rm the eÆ ien y of the new algorithm { it is superior to the NP algorithms
espe ially on larger onstraints.
On the other hand, we have argued that
the problem of nding onstru tive solutions
even of a normal dominan e onstraint is NPomplete. This result arries over to other
underspe i ation formalisms, su h as Hole
Semanti s and MRS. In pra ti e, however, it
seems that the enumeration algorithm presented here an be adapted to those problems.
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